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Engineering
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Department
James W. Bayne Papers, 1948-1997

Restriction: Letter of Recommendation and Class Grade Books in Box 2 are restricted with access only according to the University Archives “Requests for Access to Archival Student Records.”

Box 1:

Biographical Information
Photos of Jim Bayne
Nomination for ASME Fellow and Other Awards
Personal and Professional Correspondence, 1962-1997 (3 folders)
Address Books for ME and IE Alumni
Memorial Service for Margaret Walden, 1993
Sigma Chi Correspondence, 1988-1994
Photos and Negatives: Biographical, Pi Tau Sigma, ME Lab and Class, Alumni and Faculty (3 folders)
Opportunities in Mechanical Engineering: Correspondence and Draft Manuscript (3 folders)
Classroom Materials
1973-1976
ME 285 Lab Reports and Irregularities
Navy V-12 Reunions Correspondence, Photos, Biographical Information, Plans
Slides with List
Photos, Memorabilia, Correspondence
1977 (2 folders)
1982
Open Tantara, 1984
1986-1987 (4 folders)
1993 (3 folders)
Golf Reunion, 1990, 1994

Box 2:

Letters of Recommendation for Students, including Departmental Resumes, 1950-1996 (3 folders)
Mechanical Engineering Class Grade Books, 1948-1984
Student Evaluations, 1966-1985 (2 folders)

The materials listed in this document are available for research at the University of Illinois Archives. For more information, email illiarch@illinois.edu or search http://www.library.illinois.edu/archives/archon for the record series number.